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About This Game

Radiation Island is a survival adventure game where you craft your own destiny in a huge open world environment. As part of
the Philadelphia Experiment you have become stranded in a parallel, alternate reality. Discover this new and mysterious world,

with all its surprises. Use everything you find to survive it and solve its puzzle to get back to the real world.

Follow your own path in an environment of breathtaking beauty and gigantic scope. Explore huge forests inhabited by
dangerous wolves, bears and mountain lions. Investigate abandoned villages and old military compounds where zombies guard
vital tools, weapons and clues to the secrets of this world. You can even swim and dive, if you can avoid the hungry crocodiles.

Hunt wild animals, fish or gather fruits to overcome hunger. Mine for resources and craft weapons, tools and basic vehicles.
Find hidden treasures, equipment and fire arms to prevail in a world full of perils: radiation, anomalies, harsh weather and

enraged zombies.

Experience the full day-night cycle and face the dangers of darkness and cold.
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Title: Radiation Island
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Atypical Games
Publisher:
Atypical Games
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/Win7/Win8 32/64 bit

Processor: 1.5 GHz or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8 or higher, ATI X1600 or higher, Intel HD 3000 or higher

Storage: 2000 MB available space

Additional Notes: A video card with minimum OpenGL 3.2 driver is required.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Excellent spy game. To make long story short:
It's a great game-simple, strategic, immersive (best ingredients for tasty cakegame base)

But it lacks players-the multiplayer is empty
So the cake is raw, you can only lick the spoon-won't last long

shame indeed. Awesome game for lovers of WW2, FPS and strategy games. Perfect for low-end computers and very, very
affordable!!!!!
I higlhy reccomend this series. from the 1st game to the last this series does not disapoint.. Bought this game expecting a couple
of hours of a little entertainment. Instead it kept me busy in my evenings for a week. It's a lot of fun and a good mouse-only
time killer. The concept is really good and I hope the developers evolve it further in the hird release, adding more depth and
progression.. Even though this and RTH30 were made around the same time, I feel that, whereas RTH30 has a lot of good ideas
but a flawed execution, EiB tightens almost all the faults of its predecessor and hits the mark its aiming for a lot more
frequently.

The gameplay itself is more-or-less identical to RTH30, but narratively it does something bold and actively undermines the
perspective and heroics of the main character of the first game. In RTH30 you played troubled and occasionally whiney Matt
Baker, and in EiB, his friend and occasional squadmate Red Hartsock. We see that Red's perspective of events differs quite
strongly from Matt's, and that the character you played before wasn't viewed as quite the hero as the game made you feel. He is
seen to be losing his mind and as such Red begins to distrust and even resent him. The dialogue feels a lot less clunky this time
round, and the story hits the emotional peaks in a much stronger way. The sound effects are still fantastic and really immerse
you in the battlefield, and the voiceover work is of better quality this time round, although there are small but noticable
moments of lacking audio that lower your immersion and occasionally undermine the emotion of the moment.

I felt like the level design of this game is superior to the first, and as such, I rarely felt like I was being funnelled into a kill-
corridor in which you were damned no matter which path you chose. Searching for flanking routes and thinking outside the box
is almost always rewarded, and allows you to feel like you're genuinely outwitting the enemy.

There is the odd AI brainfart, which is at best funny when you shoot an enemy and he stand there like nothing happened, and at
worst rage inducing as your teammates move to the outside of cover rather than finding a proper place to hide, but generally
speaking the enemy AI is quite strong, and they'll shift and change cover in order to confront a flanking threat.
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Tonally the game is as dark as the first, and in its efforts to mimic the real feel of battle, the game is a sombre one. I feel rather
harrowed now that it's done, and it makes a small but powerful effort to compliment the player's decision making when you
keep your teammates alive. I think this is one of the best and most realistic-feeling WW2 games ever made, whilst also
managing that fine balance that allows things to remain fun to play. I highly recommend this game, but you WILL need to have
played the first one, in order to understand the story.. Very short game I actually had to idle a bit to get last card after I finished
it
Hand drawn aeshtetic is really nice and clean defined mechanics work but unless you get it somewhere in bundle or at least 75%
off its not worth the current price (10 euros). It was a lot of fun. Good TD game. Tradional red, green, and blue towers. But they
brand out to so many different combinations. The usual summoner spells. A very well thought out talent tree. Not too hard, but
not too easy, except for the last few levels, there's just a massive difficulty curve. I wanted to get 100% achievements on this,
but just too frustrating for me for those final levels.. 1505 достижениями, недорогая.
К тому же достижения тут одни из самых красивых, мемы, цифры, буквы....
Берите если хотите нафармить идеальные игры или достижения.. I used gothic steam fix to get it to work it was easy. This
game is amazing but frustrating at first to get the hang of the combat controls. Once you do they work. No games are this good
anymore. 10\/10 would recommend.
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not expecting much at the start but its a petty good game. Great LEGO game, but not really worth it nowadays. Get it on sale,
maybe.. Hmmm, there are a few things I'm not sure of (colours, do they matter? - No, that wasn't a racist pun :P - There are
colours of "flags" along the path of the adventure) which may be of importance I suppose but TBH I don't really care...

Update:
Yes, colours matters, red=chance encounter (don't know if they're random or not but you won't know what it is beforehand),
green= healer and so on.

It is really hard to explain what this game really is, as it's not really a game that fits a normal genre (it's at least not like anything
I've ever played), I will stick to it having a "CCG feel" to it as you have four different choices at the start of a battle (and three
ghosts to choose from) and you'll have to think about what counters the ghost you face best, what would be the best choice.
(increase damage\/defense\/debuffing enemy and use your round without dealing damage or attack and take more damage from
enemy's attack)

It will have you planning, have you thinking, have you learning what ghost you have - if any - that's best against that other
ghost's powers and also when you're at a merchant you think about whether defense for survival or attack for faster kills and so
on is best.

My initial review was after me having played a game a lot deeper than it'd appear at first glance for about an hour, now after
thinking about that round and having the basics down I played another 2 hours or so and loved every minute of it, conclusion:
I do not in any way shape or form regret having spent money on this game, love it.. Routes are ok but in some places incomplete
- signaling. Please,, if U making route finishe it ! And don't forget screw up with timing - clearly it is impossible to keep to the
schedule.
At first it was thumb up but after playing it for a little while it is going to be down, sorry.. Product key is not working. And
active button still won't working
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